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There has been a great deal of excitement surrounding the economic policies of “Abenomics” that aim to end deflation
in Japan and restore more positive economic growth. Since the election of prime minister Shinzo Abe at the end of 2012,
billions of dollars have flowed into Japanese equities. Most allocations to Japan have come in the form of broad-based
exposure vehicles, and there have also been increasing allocations to individual stocks. And in 2013, many broad-based

indexes1 delivered compelling returns. However, as Abenomics continues to gain traction and Abe makes more progress
on his growth strategy for Japan (the “third arrow” of Abenomics), we believe that there will be an ongoing effort to
distinguish the stocks and sectors most primed to benefit from the new government initiatives. While broad-based
approaches should continue to serve many investors well, we believe there is also a place for more finely honed precision
tools to express specific views regarding how Abenomics will play out. WisdomTree has developed five new Japan
sector Indexes designed to be primary beta benchmarks for three Japanese investment themes stemming from
Abenomics, which we describe in detail below. WisdomTree’s Five Japan Sector Indexes  The three themes
WisdomTree identified—and that broadly characterize our new sector Indexes—are reflation, Abe’s growth strategy and
yen sensitivity. Reflation    • WisdomTree Japan Hedged Financials Index    • WisdomTree Japan Hedged Real
Estate Index A critical component of Abenomics involves the reflation of financial assets. The Bank of Japan (BOJ) itself
has stated its goal to suppress equity risk premiums by expanding its balance sheet to purchase exchange-traded funds
and making direct investments into real estate investment trusts. The Japanese financial sector stocks and real estate-
related companies are therefore part of a theme many refer to as “Japanese reflation.” Abe’s Growth Strategy    •
WisdomTree Japan Hedged Health Care Index    • WisdomTree Japan Hedged Tech, Media and Telecom Index
Abe has stated that health care is an important sector to contribute to Japan’s economic growth and that he wants to use
it as part of his growth strategy. As technology companies should also receive a boost from new government initiatives
supporting additional capital spending, we believe tech, media and telecom stocks are also poised to be beneficiaries of
Abenomics growth strategies. Yen Sensitivity    • WisdomTree Japan Hedged Capital Goods Index The capital goods
sector, which we broadly define to include automobile companies and related suppliers, typically includes the most
export-oriented stocks. These stocks are often most sensitive to changing exchange rates—so if the yen continues its
slide, these stocks could benefit. Conclusion I believe 2013 marked the start of a multi-year bull market in equities, and I
think there is investor demand for more specific executions on the Japan trade. With these new sector Indexes,
WisdomTree has expanded the Abenomics tool kit from broad-based exposures—such as the ones represented in the
WisdomTree Japan Hedged Equity Index—to more specific Japanese investment themes: reflation, Abe’s growth

strategy and yen sensitivity. 1Includes the MSCI Japan Index, MSCI Japan Local Currency Index, WisdomTree Japan
Hedged Equity Index, MSCI Japan Small Cap Index and WisdomTree Japan SmallCap Dividend Index for period
12/31/2012 to 12/31/2013.
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Investments focused in Japan are increasing the impact of events and developments associated with the region, which
can adversely affect performance.

For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE, this material is intended
for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly
performance report to accompany this blog.

For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook

View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

U.S. investors only: Click here to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which contains investment objectives,
risks, charges, expenses, and other information; read and consider carefully before investing.

There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves currency, political
and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller
companies may experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, fixed income and
alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for discussion of risks.

 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the opinions of the author, which are subject to
change, and should not to be considered or interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading
strategy, or deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on as such. There is no
guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market conditions. This material represents an assessment of
the market environment at a specific time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future
results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice regarding any security in particular. The
user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree
nor its affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal advice. Investors seeking tax or legal
advice should consult their tax or legal advisor. Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or findings
expressed herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.

 

The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and
may not be used as a basis for or component of any financial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI
information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind
of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an
indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on
an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of
its affiliates and each entity involved in compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI
Parties”) expressly disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any
liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including loss profits) or any other damages (
www.msci.com)

 

Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom, Tripp Zimmerman, Michael
Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel,
Ryan Krystopowicz, Jianing Wu, and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund Services, LLC.

 WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.

You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONS

Abenomics  : Series of policies enacted after the election of Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe on December 16, 2012
aimed at stimulating Japan’s economic growth.

Deflation  : The opposite of inflation, characterized by falling price levels.

Beta benchmark  : Characterized by measuring the performance of a particular universe of equities without attempting
to utilize selection and weighting to generate differences in performance relative to this universe.

WisdomTree Japan Hedged Financials Index  : An index weighted by float-adjusted market capitalization, designed to
provide exposure to Japanese financial companies while at the same time neutralizing exposure to fluctuations between
the yen and the U.S. dollar.

WisdomTree Japan Hedged Real Estate Index  : An index weighted by float-adjusted market capitalization, designed
to provide exposure to Japanese real estate companies while at the same time neutralizing exposure to fluctuations
between the yen and the U.S. dollar.

Reflation  : The term is used to describe the first phase of economic recovery after a period of contraction. This period is
typically characterized by the act of stimulating the economy through accommodative central bank policies and reducing
taxes, to bring growth and inflation back up to the long-term trend.

Risk premium  : Equity investments are not risk free, but it is thought that investors buy stocks because the returns they
expect are high enough to allow them to take the risk.

WisdomTree Japan Hedged Health Care Index  : An index weighted by float-adjusted market capitalization, designed
to provide exposure to Japanese health care companies while at the same time neutralizing exposure to fluctuations
between the yen and the U.S. dollar.

WisdomTree Japan Hedged Tech, Media and Telecom Index   : An index weighted by float-adjusted market
capitalization, designed to provide exposure to Japanese tech, media and telecom companies while at the same time
neutralizing exposure to fluctuations between the yen and the U.S. dollar.

WisdomTree Japan Hedged Capital Goods Index  : An index weighted by float-adjusted market capitalization,
designed to provide exposure to Japanese capital goods companies while at the same time neutralizing exposure to
fluctuations between the yen and the U.S. dollar.

WisdomTree Japan Hedged Equity Index  : Index designed to provide exposure to Japanese equity markets while at
the same time neutralizing exposure to fluctuations of the Japanese yen movements against the U.S. dollar. Constituents
are dividend-paying companies incorporated in Japan that derive less than 80% of their revenue from sources in Japan.
Weighting is by cash dividends paid.
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